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Sam asks,
What are the best messaging platforms to communicate with users?
Like many questions, this one can be answered rather easily, with: "It depends."
Every startup's product is different, every message is different and there are a lot
of ways to send messages to users. The number of channels you can use to
communicate with users continues to rise. Social platforms built for connecting
with friends turned out to be effective at spreading messages about products and
services.
SEE ALSO: 10 Must-Follow Breaking News Accounts on Twitter
Even email, while it is a single platform, has many nuances in terms of how email
campaigns can be targeted based on user habits or actions inside your product,
if it's an application that can trigger reminders or affirmations. Let's take a deeper
dive into the many options so you can learn which messaging platform is best for
your needs.

Messaging Channels
Let's pretend you have an app where users can keep a daily log the number of
crunches, minutes running or biking and a variety of other exercises. Users make
profiles, so you have their email address (always collect email addresses, if you
can!). During the sign-up process, you might include the option to follow the
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company on Twitter or to like the company page on Facebook, which provides
two additional channels to reach this user.
Asking users for their phone number is less frequent, but apps with high security
settings such as Chase's banking app may use text messages to send security
codes. Some news publications offer to send news alerts via text message. If
you can prevent a compelling reason to users, you may be able to convince them
to let you send them information via text.
Robert Livingstone, CEO of RoyalText.com, says, "With a 97% read-rate and
90% of which occur within a minute, there isn't a better way to reach people with
urgent notifications."
Messages aren't always mass-communicated to an entire userbase, though. IT
consultant Oleg Moskalensky uses Google+ for any and all communications with
customers.
"They have a full suite of tools to relay any message via text, photos, videos,
graphics as well as face-to-face video conferencing," he says.
Don't discount the niche networks, which might be right for you, all depending on
the type of message.

Most Frequent Message Types
Back to our made-up fitness log app — can you imagine if the company allowed
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users to sign up, then ignored them completely? Don't do that. When might you
message users?
Sale or special: A text message will ensure a high read-rate and sense of
urgency, says Livingstone, noting these are especially good qualities for a
message announcing a sale. In lieu of capabilities to text your users, an
email newsletter is preferred. Email doesn't have the same urgency as
text messages, but many people do read email on their smartphone and
thus may get the information at the time it is needed.
Service down: Most businesses don't like to bring attention to the fact
that their product isn't working. But, even if users might not be using the
product at the moment and it will be fixed before they notice anything was
awry, it's nice to let them know you're paying attention. In the case of
Bluehost, HostGator and HostMonster going down, most users just
needed confirmation that they weren't the only person seeing a problem.
Also, letting users know service is down also suggests your team is
working on fixing it. Obviously, the trick to messaging is that you most
likely cannot use your service itself to message customers. When the
New York Times' website was down, they let users know via social media
(and began publishing full text articles on Facebook). This shows urgency
and makes information readily available, but is not as disruptive of users
as sending an email might be.
"We messed up": Here, the apology is important. For most companies,
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an email newsletter is best because it allows enough space for you to
cover your talking points, include some sort of coupon or discount to
appease unhappy users and include a support email address for users to
voice complaints. That said, it's not out of the question to post something
like this on a Facebook Page, where users can easily comment. While
some might express dislike for your product, other might accept the
apology and include positive comments. Even in the case of negative
comments, Facebook allows you to address them through threaded
comments, so this might be better in the long run. The biggest downside
of social is that this message may not reach everyone in your userbase —
email likely will.
New feature or other update: Yes, you're super excited about this thing
you just built and you just want to blast it everywhere! But hold up. David
Jessurun, who advises startups, recommends you include this information
on your website. "Customers really don't care that much," he says. "They
want to know stuff that helps them in some way right away, the rest should
always be offered in a way that they can peruse the information at their
leisure." A blog post is a great way to make an announcement that's not
intrusive and can be referred to later, by new users who might not be
around when the awesome product feature first comes out.
Based on user actions: Often times, messaging to users will be
triggered by time away, rather than usage. You might build a program that
will email users when they haven't opened the app in seven days, with
copy saying, "We miss you!" and listing a few use cases of the app.
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Another option would be push notifications if the app is mobile, but some
users will have turned those off — so this might be less effective.
Ultimately, email is ideal for communicating to users about their use of the
app, because it's personal.
Image: Ekkehard Streit
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